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 Gastrointestinal tumors are common tumors in the digestive system. 

Early diagnosis of gastrointestinal tumors is the key to improve 

prognosis and curative effect of patients with tumors. Compared with 

other methods of examination and diagnosis, ultrasound examination has 

the advantages of simple operation, non-invasive, economical, and 

repeatable operation. With the advancement of ultrasound technology 

and the development of ultrasound contrast agents, ultrasound 

examination is more and more applied to gastrointestinal examination. 

Ultrasound cannot only observe the gastrointestinal wall, but also 

evaluate the surrounding lesions and metastases, as well as preoperative 

analysis and postoperative follow-up of gastrointestinal tumors. We 

reviewed the diagnostic applications of ultrasound in gastrointestinal 

tumors. 
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1. Introduction 

Gastrointestinal tumors account for a large proportion of all neoplasms. they pose a major problem in 

oncology, and are a major cause of apprehension in patient with abdominal complaint, in which the fear of 

the cancer is the greatest [1]. The gastrointestinal tract includes pharynx, esophagus, stomach, small 

intestine, large intestine and perianal region [2]. Computed tomography (CT), endoscopic ultrasound 

(EUS), and 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (FDG-PET) are applied in diagnosis of 

gastrointestinal tumors. Fine-needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB) under EUS enables definitive diagnosis for 

gastrointestinal tumors [3], [4]. 

 

Ultrasound has been widely used and popularized in the clinic [5]. The frequency range of medical 

ultrasound systems for most scanners is from 2 to 20 MHz. Ultrasound systems of much higher frequency 

ranges have been introduced to the clinical setting, which permit a significant increase in resolution. 

Utilizing low frequency (3–9 MHz) ultrasound (US) imaging techniques provide a general outline. The best 

applications of the high frequency ultrasound (7–15 MHz) system are neuromusculoskeletal, dermatology, 

lymphatic, vascular, thyroid, and other small-part imaging [6], [7]. Ultrasonic devices with operation 

frequencies above 30 MHz can provide microscopic spatial resolution making these devices especially ideal 

[8]. High-frequency ultrasound can distinguish normal nerve tissue from the surrounding muscles, tendons, 

fascia, and vascular tissues. It can also clearly show the morphology, diameter and internal echo of 
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peripheral nerve, and its anatomy relationship with the surrounding tissue, and accurately predict the 

location and extent [9]. 

 

Ultrasound mainly uses in the physical properties of ultrasound and the histological properties of human 

body, so that it can be displayed in the form of images. It is conducive to the clinical judgment of 

physiological and pathological conditions based on its image characteristics, so as to formulate treatment 

program. In addition, the technology can directly observe the structure of the tissues, the size of the lesion, 

etc. They are beneficial to observe whether the adjacent tissue is involved. At the same time, it has the 

advantages of convenient inspection, intuitive image and non-invasiveness, which are not available in other 

inspections [10], [11]. 

 

This review aimed to take a closer look at the role of ultrasound in the diagnosis of gastrointestinal tumors 

and elaborate on application of ultrasound in the diagnosis of gastric cancer and colorectal cancer. 

 

2. Methods 

 

2.1 Study design 

X-ray angiography has been used as a screening method for gastric cancer, but its missed diagnosis rate is 

relatively high [18]. X-ray angiography cannot assess the extent of lesion invasion and involvement of 

surrounding lymph nodes or organs. At the same time, swallowing tinctures can easily cause constipation, 

and even enter the trachea. CT is a routine examination of gastric cancer mainly through the thickness of the 

stomach wall, the strengthening method, the change of the density of the surrounding fat gap and the size of 

the lymph nodes [19]. The thickness of the stomach wall is greatly affected by the filling degree of the 

gastric cavity. Although MRI has a higher resolution, its imaging takes time and the time resolution is 

relatively low [20]. For a stomach with active peristalsis, a low-resolution image may be generated, which 

is not suitable for a routine inspection method. At the same time, MRI examination is expensive and should 

not be used as a routine screening method for gastric cancer. Endoscopy can visually observe the 

gastroduodenal mucosa and obtain histological diagnosis, which is the “gold standard” for the diagnosis of 

gastrointestinal diseases [21]. However, endoscopy has a certain degree of traumaticity, and patients are not 

universally accepted. At the same time, the degree of infiltration of the lesion, the presence or absence of 

peripheral lymph nodes and organ metastasis cannot be detected. Therefore, clinicians have been exploring 

a simple, safe, non-invasive, painless, and economical screening method to screen for gastric cancer. 

Ultrasound examinations were easily interfered by gastrointestinal gases and intestinal contents, and were 

once considered unsuitable for the examination of gastrointestinal diseases. 

 

However, with the gradual accumulation of ultrasound experience and the application of oral 

gastrointestinal ultrasound contrast agents, the effects of gastrointestinal gases can be reduced, thereby 

improving the display of sonograms. Contrast-enhanced ultrasound scans the patient through the color and 

energy Doppler signals of the internal tumor, which can improve the quality of the contrast image and the 

contrast effect, and help to improve the contrast resolution and spatial resolution of the ultrasound image 

[22]. The lesion boundary is clearer and has a clear advantage in showing microcirculation perfusion in 

tissues, which makes ultrasound more and more widely used in gastrointestinal diseases. Ultrasound 

sonogram features of early gastric cancer are as follows: (1) lesions are confined to the mucosa or 

submucosa; (2) mild thickening of the stomach wall or bulging with echo reduction: (3) rough or uneven 

mucosal surface or echo failure. 

 

Ultrasound sonogram characteristics of advanced gastric cancer are as follows: (1) According to Bomnann 
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classification, it can be divided into mass type (type I), ulcer type (type II), infiltrating ulcer type (type III); 

(2) lesions occur in gastric sinus and corpus, especially in the small curved side of the stomach; (3) 

abnormal thickening or swelling of the local stomach wall, destruction of hierarchical structure; (4) thickest 

part of the stomach wall ⩾ 15 mm, diameter ⩾ 50 mm; (5) the mucosal surface of stomach is rough and 

uneven, and the “crater” is irregularly concave, and the concave bottom is larger than the notch; (6) the 

peristaltic wall of the lesion is weakened and stiff. In addition, ultrasound examination shows the lymph 

nodes of the stomach and distant metastasis [23]. 

 

3. Results 

From June 4, 2014 to September 21, 2015, 222 patients were enrolled and randomly assigned to brigatinib 

in treatment Arm A (n ¼ 112) or Arm B (n ¼ 110) of the ALTA trial (NCT02094573). The analytical 

sample in the ITT-PRO population with baseline PRO data and at least one follow-up visit with PRO data 

included 208 subjects across arm A (n ¼ 105) and Arm B (n ¼ 103). Patient demographic and baseline 

clinical characteristics of the ITT-PRO sample are shown in Table 2. With the exception of age (Arm A was 

statistically significantly younger than Arm B), baseline demographic characteristics were balanced 

between the two dosing arms. It should be noted that the ALK þ NSCLC clinical trial sample tended to be 

younger and was comprised of more women and more non-smokers relative to the characteristics in the 

general population of NSCLC patients. 

 

4. Discussion 

The ALTA trial has previously demonstrated the treatment Table 3. benefits of brigatinib for patients with 

crizotinib-refractory ALK þ NSCLC on traditional cancer outcomes, including ORR and median survival 

[7]. The clinical data from this more recent data extraction (September 29, 2017) confirmed the durable 

benefit of brigatinib, in particular the increased benefit of Arm B over Arm A compared with an earlier data 

cut [6]. Findings based on the EORTC QLQ-C30 functional domains46 found that mean GHS/QoL scale 

scores were statistically significantly improved over time for patients in both treatment arms. In addition, 

few patients experienced a meaningful worsening of their GHS/QoL scores. In the context of a severe 

disease such as NSCLC, the fact that treatment did not result in significant reduction of HRQoL is 

important, given the potential impact of treatment-related toxicities46. These results are consistent with 

EORTC QLQ-C30 results based on an earlier data cut from the ALTA study that found HRQoL remained at 

or above baseline levels and did not differ between arms [6]. The current analysis generated utility scores 

from the EORTC QLQ-C30 using available algorithms to enable evaluation of patients’ health utility. This 

is important because there is literature suggesting that the generic EQ-5D can have variable levels of 

sensitivity to detecting change in some health conditions47, and it would be practical to have a suitable 

algorithm identified to use based on a condition specific scale such as the EORTC QLQ-C30. The current 

study used two published algorithms (Khan et al. 45 and Longworth et al. 43) in this analysis. The key 

findings from this exploratory analysis of openlabel phase 2 study data were two-fold. First, the availability 

of appropriate utility mapping algorithms provided an opportunity to estimate utilities in a study where no 

health utility measure was administered. The EORTC QLQ-C30 is very widely used in oncology and is a 

condition-specific PRO that is known to be responsive to detecting changes due to treatment48,49, and may 

be more sensitive to the cancer patient’s experience than a generic preference measure. Because of its 

widespread use, it could be very useful to have reliable methods for generating utilities from the EORTC 

QLQ-C30. Application of these mapping methods made it possible to evaluate generated utilities based on 

two separate algorithms. Consistent results were obtained for utilities derived in this study using the Khan et 

al. 45 algorithm using the expanded EQ-5D-5L system and Longworth et al. 43 based on the standard EQ-

5D-3L measure. Very small numeric differences were observed between the estimates, with Khan et al. 45 

algorithm-based estimates approximately 0.01 or 0.02 points lower than those generated based on the 
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Longworth et al. 43 method. This minor variation may potentially be related to differences in the utility 

measure, patient sample, and/or modeling methods used. The Khan et al. 45 estimates were based on the 

EQ-5D-5L version, with expanded response levels, that has been noted to have less tendency toward over-

prediction of utilities, used only NSCLC population of patients rather than a combination of cancer types, 

and a BB regression approach to develop the model that may provide better estimation over traditional OLS 

methods. More accurate prediction for the EQ-5D-5L using the BB model is also corroborated by a recent 

multi-country survey study comparing alternative statistical approaches to estimating utilities in a sample of 

772 patients diagnosed with cancer. 

 

5. Conclusions 

Brigatinib at 90 mg to 180 mg standard dose demonstrated sustained clinical benefit after long-term follow-

up. The overall pattern of post-baseline increases in utility scores in the ALTA study were found to be 

similar and consistent using both the Khan et al. 45 and Longworth et al. 43 algorithms to derive utility 

scores based on the EORTC QLQ-C30. These utilities reflected that mean utility scores in both treatment 

arms improved over time, and these findings were consistent with analyses conducted using the EORTC 

QLQ-C3046, and other clinical endpoints such as ORR and PFS that were used to support safety and 

efficacy for approval of brigatinib [6]. Converting QLQ-C30 scores into utilities in trials using established 

algorithms can improve the evaluation of medicines by incorporating information from the patient 

perspective. Both algorithms suggested that brigatinib improved health utility in crizotinib-refractory ALK 

þ NSCLC patients, and that these improvements were maintained during most of the treatment. Future 

research may benefit from examination of utilities relative to standard of care for other investigational 

agents for NSCLC and algorithms for utility derivation that were not available at the time of this analysis. 
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